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North Bay Pride supports a

historically vulnerable population,

advocating for change by cultivating

conversations highlighting

challenges still faced by 2SLGBTQ+

people who unquestionably

experience long-term stress related

to their orientation or identity, while

also celebrating their important

cultural contributions historically,

and still today. 

Good day from

North Bay Pride!
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JOCELYN GREEN CEO

Secretary

Treasurer

Member at Large

Vice President

Member at Large

LESHYA LECAPPELAIN

JASON MACLENNAN

AIDEN HAGHGOO

BOBBY LAGASSIE

AMANDA RESTOULE

North Bay Pride is uniquely qualified to deliver programming

that reflects an inherently intersectional community consisting

of those who are more marginalized and vulnerable within the

2SLGBTQ+ community.

By ensuring fulsome engagement of those within the gender &

sexually diverse population who are also indiginous, racialized,

trans, non binary, and disabled, they create a unique

opportunity in which to ignite connectivity and celebration

through the artistic narration of unique lived experiences. This is

a monumentally impactful measure of enacting change that

strengthens our city’s cultural fabric while providing visibility to

those who are being disproportionately impacted by the effects

of COVID-19, and isolation.

About Us

Our Team
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Our reach between in person and virtual can not be

compared to any other pride organization across

Canada.

In 2020, our virtual event saw over 25,000 views across

Canada plus our own area. Our headliners in 2020

were Logan Staats, Bif Naked and Colin Mochrie,

supporting by many local artists.

This year will only be bigger, as we have already

secured our headliner, Serena Ryder.

You do not want to miss working with us.
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As a valuable sponsor, your company will be given

brand visibility throughout the events: your name will be

highlighted in each segment will include some of your

highly talked about products, as well as your logo

introducing you and your wonderful brand on our social

media.

Thank you, and we

look forward to

working with you.
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